
Those who live and work in communities on the edge of forests,

often called the “wildland urban interface,” need to protect their

homes from the threat of wildfire. Being ready for wildfire starts

with maintaining an adequate defensible space and by hardening

your home by using fire resistant building and landscaping

materials. Fire professionals repeatedly state that the area within

100 feet of your home has the biggest influence on its chance of

surviving a wildfire.  

Regularly clean your roof, gutters, decks, and the base of walls to

avoid accumulation of leaves, needles and other flammable

materials.

 Ensure all combustible materials are removed from underneath,

on top of, or within five feet of a deck. 

Remove vegetation or other combustible materials that are within

five feet of windows and glass doors. 

6 No Cost Ways to Create Defensible Space: 

 

Replace wood mulch products within five feet of all structures

with noncombustible products such as dirt, stone, or gravel.

 Maintain Zone 1 by removing all dead or dying grass, plants,

shrubs, trees, branches, leaves, weeds, and pine needles within 30

feet of all structures.

Maintain Zone 2 by mowing grass to 4 inches and by removing

low branches from trees and shrubs within 100 feet of all

structures. 

 

For more information visit: www.kswild.org
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Welcome to the Community Recovery and Rebuilding newsletter. This
is a joint newsletter from the Jackson County Community Long-Term
Recovery Group (JCC LTRG). To see our latest resource list, please
visit: www.jccltrg.org/resources
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How to Prepare Your Home for
Wildfire Season 2022

For all the information

and more resources not

shared in this newsletter

please scan this QR code

with your phone's camera.

SOREDI Foundation Distributes

Wildfire Recovery Funding to

Businesses

The SOREDI Foundation announced awards for 44 businesses

impacted by the 2020 Labor Day The SOREDI Foundation announced

awards for 44 businesses impacted by the 2020 Labor Day fires in

Jackson County. Approximately $100,000 was raised by SOREDI—

fueled largely by private sector donations—and handed out in the

form of direct checks to businesses. 

 

Grants were awarded to eligible businesses based on demonstrated

need, and ranged from $500 to $7,500. Eligible businesses included

those who suffered loss of their customer base due to the wildfires, or

those who sustained physical loss and could certify that they planned

to rebuild. Grant monies received had to be used specifically for

business purposes.

 

The SOREDI Foundation received 61 applications, and was able to

fund the majority of them. This also demonstrates that much more

support is needed, as many other small businesses have disappeared

or have been unable to come back quickly. As a partner in the

recovery, SOREDI will continue to be a strong advocate for those

businesses affected by the wildfires and continue to look for

additional resources. 
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More than $30 million awarded to
Jackson County to rebuild housing
lost to wildfire

Families Finalize the FEMA Home
Purchase Process, Despite

Difficulties
KDRV reports that Housing and Community Services (OCHS)

announced awards of more than $73.33 million for the

construction of 625 affordable homes in wildfire-affected counties

across the state. Most of the funding will go toward the

development of rental housing, and some will go toward

homeownership.

These awards will add needed affordable housing supply in the

counties of the state affected by wildfires, including the 2020 Labor

Day Fires that burned 1 million acres. 

More than 4,000 homes were destroyed, including more than 1,700

manufactured homes in 20 manufactured home parks.  More than

$7 million in funding will go to convert the Talent Mobile Estates

into a resident-owned cooperative. The manufactured dwelling

park was destroyed during the 2020 Almeda Fire in Jackson

County, displacing 89 families. Many of the residents were

Latino/a/x families who worked in agriculture and other low-wage

service jobs. They have been displaced from their community for

the past 20 months. 

The manufactured dwelling park was destroyed during the 2020

Almeda Fire in Jackson County, displacing 89 families. Many of

the residents were Latino/a/x families who worked in agriculture

and other low-wage service jobs. They have been displaced from

their community for the past 20 months. The Phoenix-Talent

School District reported that nearly 40% of its students lost their

homes to the fire, causing a significant social, emotional and

economic disruption. CASA of Oregon will work with its partner,

Coalición Fortaleza, to engage residents displaced from the area

as they develop the project. 

 

 The FEMA Home Purchase Program has been a challenge for many

to navigate, but a number of success stories are beginning to emerge.

With the assistance of Disaster Case Managers and volunteer

organizations, a total of six families who were renters prior to this

disaster have become homeowners through the FEMA purchase

program to date. Many more are still in process. A family of five that

were renting, whose income was below the income threshold, were

finally able to own a home for the first time. They closed on the

purchase of a FEMA Manufactured Home Unit at the beginning of

June. All of the families who have been able to find new homes lived

in Jackson County prior to the fire, and will now be able to call this

home once again.

 

If you had expressed interest in purchasing your FEMA unit and

were current on your rent payments as of June 30th, 2022 you may

still be eligible to continue with the FEMA home purchase program.

For more information please contact your FEMA representative

directly.

 

 

Our friends from Fire Brand Collective have created an Impressive

map with complete Information regarding all the new Affordable

housing developments getting built all around our county. Visit

their page and take a look at all the progress made by all the

different organizations involved in the rebuilding of our

community. It shows location, timeline, housing type and eligibility

https://www.kdrv.com/news/more-than-30-million-awarded-to-jackson-county-to-rebuild-housing-lost-to-wildfire/article_6265c858-ece6-11ec-9502-077786594d71.html


Some of Coalición Fortaleza’s members have been long-time

volunteers at NorthWest Seasonal Workers Association (NSWA)

and shared with us a powerful memory they had of Don Leonso,

who arrived in Oregon in the 80s to plant trees. A month after the

Almeda Fire, about 50 members found themselves at a NSWA

membership meeting brainstorming solutions to the tragic reality

that over 2,800 homes had been lost overnight in neighborhoods

where some latinx families have called home for over 4 decades.

Many members grieved that some folks would not qualify for FEMA

support, while others would, yet in the middle of that apparent

divisive factor, Don Leonso stood up and did some math. He asked

everyone who would qualify to raise their hands. He then asked

some of us in the room to do the math of what that amounted to,

and then he said, “why don’t those of us who will get the money pool

it together and buy our neighborhoods back?

The room was silent for a moment almost as if the most basic idea

had been missed all along, almost as if one plus one couldn’t

possibly be two, almost as if we had been overthinking our

solutions, or not thinking simply. That moment we remember

looking around the room and seeing the eyes of families light up

with the hope that possibility brings. People stood up and began

saying, “Yes!” Then others spoke up and began to talk about their

skills as construction workers, landscapers, plumbers, gardeners,

electricians and the list was endless… That day was significant

because we all reminded ourselves that we have skills to create our

own solutions and that we have each other. 

Thanks to these efforts and Don Leonso’s idea, Talent Mobile

Estates will now receive $7.5 million to rebuild 89 units for a

resident-owned cooperative. The Phoenix-Talent School District

reported that nearly 40% of its students lost their homes to the fire,

causing a significant social, emotional and economic disruption.

CASA of Oregon will work with its partner, Coalición Fotaleza, to

engage residents displaced from the area as they develop the project.

Congratulations to Coalicion Fortaleza for their resilient efforts and

commitment to the community and our respect to Don Leonso who

passed away due to covid in 2021, he leaves behind a legacy in his

community. 
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Coalición Fortaleza and Casa helps
Farm workers be homeowners

Rogue Community Health Hosts
Open House to Showcase Updates

to The Merrick
 
 

 

  In late 2020, the Oregon Department of Human Services tried to

provide shelter to fire survivors. The intent was for housing to be

short-term, but due to the severe lack of affordable housing,

ODHS reached out to Portland-area real estate company Fortify

Holdings and local community partners to find a solution.

Eventually, Fortify Holdings bought several Medford hotels with

the intent of turning them into short-term housing and then,

eventually, into long-term rental apartments.

 

 

 Special thanks to Rogue Community Health & Rogue Way

Homes for a welcoming open house event this evening at “The

Merrick”, one of several properties being converted for long-term

living options for fire survivors.

Touring their newly renovated units was truly a beautiful sight.

Lots more to come, but there’s a glimmer of hope for many! 

 

https://kobi5.com/news/almeda-fire-update-over-2800-structures-burned-no-more-critical-missing-cases-137149/
https://www.facebook.com/roguecommunityhealth/?__cft__[0]=AZUX0qiJD_D9WR0upHmYCvkMxCF43nDYODDTgu_gstT1dO34p6BZXYUzh_XEPqeRr-HoV9lf4fxmDqV6IwONaglLuI2UvbyXMNf5cyBJ2UFQTAs-BgEWlrSwB5q3ITC9w3YcV7_uPFuRdiNV9zqbFPGJDoDnbR3ekc_QxhlsN6gp_uwyRlW4Q9-47AZncxB3VR9qiZZHzAdFMvo3TUuEa1At&__tn__=kK-R
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NEW RESOURCE ALERT!


